
                  American Telecommunications Certification Body Inc. 
                                               6731 Whittier Ave, McLean, VA 22101 
 
 
 
September 8, 2004 

RE:  FCC ID: FSUGMZGZ_ATCB001677 
Attention: Ellis Wu  

I have a few comments on this Application.  Please note that further comments may arise in response 
to answers provided to the questions below. 
1. Please note that the internal photos do not show both sides of the Broadcom board on which the 

BCM240 Bluetooth chip is located.  Also, the schematics show BCM92040A2LMF (U2) but do not 
show the antenna for the Bluetooth nor does it show the Bluetooth chip (BCM2040).  It then 
appears that U2 is the Bluetooth transmitter board designated as BCM92040A2LMFand that the 
schematics for the BT transmitter has not been actually provided.  If this is how the board 
containing the BCM240 Bluetooth chip (designated as BCM92040A2LMF) is presented in the 
schematics please remove the BT transmitter board from the mouse mother board and show the 
components underneath. Also, please verify if the BCM2040 is part of the designation 
BCM92040A2LMF and please verify if the antenna shown in the photos is on this small board.  
Please show on the schematics where the antenna for the BT is located (the pin location of the 
antenna connection).  

2. Please note that a Block diagram has not been provided. Please also note that this may answer 
some of the questions in item 1.  Please provide an adequate block diagram of the device. 

3. FYI - Please note that as this is only a 2mW device neither MPE nor SAR are required.   
4. Since there is no DoC label information on the device, it is not clear if the FCC ID number is to be 

applied only to the BT transmitter or if it is to be applied to the computer peripheral device part 
when the mouse is connected to the computer via USB cable.  If the ID is for both the transmitter 
part and the peripheral part then the application is a composite under two different sections of part 
15.  Please clarify. 

 
 
Dennis Ward 
mailto:dward@AmericanTCB.com 
 
The items indicated above must be submitted before processing can continue on the above referenced 
application.  Failure to provide the requested information may result in application termination. 
Correspondence should be considered part of the permanent submission and may be viewed from the 
Internet after a Grant of Equipment Authorization is issued.  
 
Please do not respond to this correspondence using the email reply button.  In order for your response to be 
processed expeditiously, you must submit your documents through the AmericanTCB.com website. Also, 
please note that partial responses increase processing time and should not be submitted. 
 
Any questions about the content of this correspondence should be directed to the sender. 


